Crossed Paths Ministry

Domain of Darkness TO Life In Christ

With Them Principle (Jn 17:18)

Path to the cross and maturity in Christ is traversed on the lives of Faithful disciples

With Him Principle (Mk 3:14)

Follower - United with, going same way as, Committed/Conforming to teaching and likeness

(1 Pet 3:18)

Maturity = time + input + response + practice

Pitfalls:
- NO HELP, Hurts, Objections, False teaching, Religious Confusion

Pitfalls:
- NO HELP, Lifestyle, Addictions, False teaching

Pitfalls:
- NO HELP, Self-Righteous, Complacent

Pitfalls:
- NO HELP, Character, Wounds, Distractions

State of Maturity

Non-believer - Lost

New believer

Growing Christian

Ministering Disciple

Disc-Maker Leader

Acknowledge

Rom 10:9 L O R D S H I P Gal 2:20

Description:

Matt 9:36 (Distressed, dispirited, shepherdless, ready to believe!), 
Isa 61 (afflicted, broken, captive, prisoners)

Sent Jn 3:16, 
Draws Jn 6:44, 12:32, 
Invites Mt 11:28, 
Sends: Acts 1:8, Mt 4:19, 28:18-20,

Lacks understand/wisdom, can share salv exp, knows basic ID of Jesus, sinful lifestyle

Hunger to learn, trying to share, IDs w Christ, in flowshp, QTs, ask sin, teachable

FHAT-CAT, Witnessing, Abiding, helping & leadg others

The FEW, self-disciplined, intentionally engaging, leading & equipping

What it takes:

Prayer, Time, Spirit, Circumstances, OUR Intentionality

Ministry Phase
days, months, years

9 months ABIDE

9-27 months IGNITE

12-36 months MULTIPLE

24-60 months

Evangelizing/Witnessing

Nurturing

Establishing

Equipping

Encouraging/Extending

Actions of Love

Seek out, Serve, Initiate, Invite, Patience, Meet needs

<< All Need: Prayer, Love, Cast Vision, Help, Discipled, Encourage >>

Safety, Feed, Clean, Assurance, Acceptance, Lead, Show

Flwshp, Model, Teach

Critique, Cast Vision, Challenge, Encourage

Launch, Release, Monitor, Sustain

Focused Objectives

Know Him, Gospel, Objections

An objection is really a heart question, which opens the way to the invitation of Jesus. (Mt 11:28)

Ident In & Knowg Christ

NEW: (Father, Life, Family, Enemy), Assurance, Tstmny, Baptism, Intro Word n Doctrines

Grasp on Word, Community

Life at the Wheel, Gospel, Great Cmnds/ Cmssn, Purity, Victory, God's will, Bear fruit

Heart for Lost, Character, O2O, Lead Studies, Study Methods, Gifting, World View, Apologetics, Philosophy, Perseverance

Generations, World Vision, Partnerships, Servant Leadership, LDC Model

Helpful Tools/Books

Bible, Invst. Study, My tstmny, Stories of Hope

Are you... or have you...

People (Sinful) God (Holy)

Tstmny, QT/DDT, LOA, Memorize

LOCL, ACAD Go, DFDs, TMS, Abide In Christ, Belief Stmt

STS, ABC, Nav Values Study, Gifting, Toolbox, The Insider

Master Plan, Daws, Instrmnts in the Redeemers Hands

Helpful Illustrations

Bridge

Tstmny, Middle Man, Prayer/Word/Will-Hands

Crossed Paths, Prayer Cap Chrt
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